
Beam Commissioning Working Group
Minutes for 29 March 2019

Present: V. Kain, G. Rumolo, A. Huschauer, S. Albright, A. Akroh, S. Cettour Cave,
D. Cotte, M. Delrieux, G. P. Di Giovanni, B. Goddard, M. Gourber-Pace, K. Hanke,
O. Hans, A. Lasheen, K. Li, G. Papotti, F. Ridewood, R. Scrivens, R. Steerenberg, F. Tecker,
C. Wetton

Meeting objectives

Presentation of the planning for the PS Switchyard access and POPS(B) commissioning and
tests, followed by an overview of the requirements for the Individual System Tests (ISTs).

Approval of Minutes and Matters Arising - V. Kain

Milestones for this year, and some of next year have been discussed and outlined. A list of
deadlines has been compiled for the sub-WGs and is available twiki page showing when things like
software, FESA classes, and schedules should be available for discussion within the LIU-CCC. The
schedule can be discussed and modified if any of the deadlines is not suitable.

PS Switchyard and POPS(B) powering tests - D. Cotte

Presentation

• Towards the end of Linac4 beam commissioning there is likely to be regular access to the
switchyard, which will clash with commissioning activities in other machines.

• Certain modifications to the schedule have been proposed to allow the POPS tests to go
ahead without interfering with other tests:

– Advance testing of ion transfer lines.
– Advance start of PS ISTs by 2 days, and allow 5 days access prior to closure of switchyard,

4 day stop of Linac4 prior to closure of switchyard to allow access.
– Switchyard access included at the end of Linac4 commissioning before LBE line inspec-

tion.

• End of week 23 the PS main units will have been validated and the switchyard closed.

• Another pulsing of the POPS will be required in week 36.

• Schedule and safety to be confirmed with EPC and planning of the ISTs.

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Sandbox/LIUBeamCommissioningWG
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Discussion

• R. Scrivens says that testing of Linac3 will require ventilation, this should not be a problem
but needs to be organised.

• S. Cettour Cave mentions a possible safety issue that would occur if work was occurring in
the vicinity of cables that were powering devices elsewhere. In the case of localised equipment
a barricade can be put around it and work can continue elsewhere. In the case that a large
number of magnets are powered in a single circuit this will not be possible and the machine
would need to be closed.

• R. Scrivens asks about the purpose of the marked hardware test period of LEIR, D. Cotte
says this is to be confirmed with EPC as a test of the switchyard lines not a test of LEIR
itself. This is a displaced test from when the switchyard is supposed to be closed. R. Scrivens
adds that this period should also include the test of the transfer line BI.

• V. Kain asks to confirm that the main impact on the master schedule is the switchyard being
closed 1 week later, D. Cotte says yes.

• R. Scrivens says that if the ion switchyard test is being moved earlier it should be confirmed
that the services will be available. D. Cotte agrees and says it should not be a problem.

• V. Kain suggests an AOB for a future meeting once the changes and details have been
confirmed with all relevant parties.

• M. Gourber-Pace asks if the controls requirements are known for the ISTs, V. Kain says it
has not been finalised yet. K. Li proposes including this when ISTs are defined.

ISTs - J. Coupard

Presentation

• Some individual system tests must be done during hardware commissioning due to safety
constraints and others can be scheduled during shutdown.

• High voltage tests will be impacted by the lockout of the electrical networks during the
shutdown. For relevant items the tests are normally performed during the Hardware Com-
missioning (HWC) phase, for the items that should be tested in advance there is a possibility
of reactivating the circuits during a typically 6 week IST phase before HWC. Clarification
from J. Coupard by e-mail: 6 weeks before the Hardware Test period, it will be possible to un-
lock some HV circuits related to the network separation procedure, only when announced and
confirmed by ACE/OP coordination (scheduled). All other HV circuits related to the network
separation will not be unlocked without any requests, until the start of the HC period.

• The standard (not HV) tests can be done as they normally would be, the shutdown period
will not be any shorter in general, the proposal only affects the way HV circuits will be made
safe during works.

• When one machine has started commissioning it is possible that another machine will still
be in shutdown, which can mean a person is required for both commissioning and shutdown
activities at the same time. To avoid schedule conflicts it is possible to combine both the
shutdown planning and HWC planning to see where manpower is required.
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• Expert information on schedule and safety should be made available by June 2019 and given
to EN-ACE and BE-OP. After EN-ACE have the information they will confirm that services
will be available where required and create an initial schedule.

• The schedule should be completed by EN-ACE in collaboration with BE-OP recommissioning
coordinators by July 2019. The EN-ACE planning tool makes it possible to extract what
manpower is required when for a given group or machine.

• Any test that would require closure of the machine should be in the HWC period unless
absolutely necessary.

• In the middle of August EN-ACE will provide equipment groups with the demands on their
time.

• After feedback from equipment groups, in case of conflicts, the final schedule will be made
available at the end of September.

Discussion

• D. Cotte asks if the lockout is removed and it is the start of HWC and the end of the shutdown.
J Coupard says that the six week period will be a removal of the general lockout, so circuits
can be powered if needed, but will not be in general. The way it’s shown in the schedule
may not be correct as it just shows "IST" but is only dedicated to HV circuits. Correction
after meeting: The general lockout will only be removed at the end of the shutdown, it will be
possible to unlock individual circuits upon request conditioned by safety requirements.

• V. Kain observes that LEIR and Linac3 are not shown in the outline schedule and that they
tend to work in a slightly different way (no technical coordinator from EN-ACE). R. Scrivens
says that because of the switchyard they will have to be included here. J. Coupard says the
summary table will be updated accordingly.

• R. Scrivens asks if at the start of the IST period all circuits will be unlocked. J. Coupard says
yes, all locked out circuits will be unlocked, but this does not mean there will be no locks if
safety relevant work is happening.

• B. Goddard asks if a risk assessment should be done as if the machine were not locked out
during the IST period, as in principle it is not assumed that the machine is locked out. V.
Kain says in operational cases if there is an access all magnetic circuits are switched off. B.
Goddard says it should be made clear what the required process is for any access, what risk
assessments are needed, and who is responsible.

• B. Goddard asks how the safety risks will be assessed, J. Coupard says it will be the respon-
sibility of experts and equipment groups.

• J. Ridewood asks for confirmation on resource allocation, and if experts should give the
resource requirements. J. Coupard says it is not mandatory as it is expected for the second
stage, but if it is available it would help.

• R. Scrivens asks about the DSO tests, because the IST period is similar to the start of HWC.
J. Coupard says for each machine the tests are different and should be clarified with the DSO
what tests are required when.
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• V. Kain says the SPS are not planning to do DSO tests prior to the HWC phase, so ISTs
should be done in a way that fits with that.

• D. Cotte asks if the scheduling can be done building by building so that only those places
where necessary are covered. J. Coupard says that is possible and would need checking with
the scheduling if it is suitable.
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AOB

V. Kain outlines some details for the near term:

• There is a scheduling conflict between the LIU-CCC and other LIU meetings for the next 2
months, so some alternative arrangements might be needed, this will be discussed with LIU
management.

• The next meeting will be to discuss hardware commissioning planning and the choice between
the EN-ACE IST planning tool and the ASM. The EN-ACE tool has the benefit of showing
manpower across the complex to reduce problems of conflicting demands, whereas ASM is
not foreseen to collate information from across the complex. A representative of EN-ACE
will show how the tool works to provide resource loaded planning and allow discussion of the
best way of scheduling the HWC.

• Beam commissioning planning may stay in ASM as there is less cross-machine demand on
people.
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